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About This Game

Capture the spirit of a dead witch before she claims another victim! Summer camp has always been about good memories and
new experiences. But the children at one particular camp never expected to be terrorized by a murderous ghost! When a mother
hires your services as a private investigator to find her missing child, all you know is campers have been disappearing faster than

you can say "Rise and shine!"

After you arrive at the camp, you see a black cat morph into a spectral figure, but you still don't know the full nature of what
you're facing. However, as you search the ghoulish grounds for clues, solve puzzles designed to stop you dead in your tracks and

open doors that reveal bone-chilling new locations, you'll draw ever closer to the horrifying truth. You'll also come to realize
there's hope for the missing kids as long as you overcome your fears and press on. If your spine could use a tingle, or your blood

a curdle, then play Shtriga: Summer Camp today!
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Genre: Adventure, Casual
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Game Cartel
Publisher:
Alawar Entertainment
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,German,Russian
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i see everyone disagree, about my review, and yes i just realize something.

the game actually progress to win, and a good game, but everything is gambling in this game,
if you're a gambler, go ahead and play it

(bad english). Enjoyed True Fear! A few spots where I had to take hints but like the challenge of putting pieces together.
Looking forward to the sequel!. hello dear seside dgigial arts, I played this game but it was no fun :(. you mustave constantly
have to collect octogonal petronoids in a fashion that is alongside anoying..... I must have to say, mario kart was my fav game on
xbox x. but this does not even start to compart with that masterpercing into my hearteries. I canniot reccomend this game to
anybody it it horrible. pokimane has a thiccer♥♥♥♥♥than that stupid arcondogon anyway, tahst is the fox name FWI.... 2
hours of repetitive combat, boring dialogue, and a story that couldn't even intrigue the biggest Watchmen fan. Learn from my
mistake and save yourself time and money.. Space Live - Advent of the Net Idols is a futuristic\/Japanese idol visual novel that
tells us how humanity has abandoned reality and now everyone lives in a digital world. This new future is divided into five factions
and each one has an \u201cidol\u201d to represent them. Every four years there\u2019s a competition between those girls to see
which faction will prevail and win more followers, and that competition is a simple \u201cidol contest\u201d where millions of
people will watch and cheer up for them.

First off, there are a few important things I feel like pointing out before sharing my thoughts on Space Live; this is a kinetic novel,
meaning that there are no choices to make, you only read the story. There is an interesting point tho: there are no male or
female potential partners here, you\u2019ll see the girls and ONLY them interacting directly. There\u2019s a part near the
ending a bit different, but the main focus of this novel isn\u2019t the romance between the girls and a male\/female reader.
I found that aspect enjoyable to be honest. The last thing is that this title is completely unvoiced. Usually, I don't mind that
all. But I could feel myself wanting this VN to be voiced... The characters sing a lot and are very charismatic, so having to
play this game unvoiced kinda ruined the fun in my opinion.

From what I could understand, each girl's design is based on a web browser: most scenes happen from the point of view of Ai
E (Internet Explorer), from Macro Space. She's a sweet girl, a bit like your clich\u00e9 protagonist anime girl; we then meet
Sarifa (Safari), a very classy and busty lady from Ai Space. She looks pretty confident, but she has a cute side; G Chrome
(Google Chrome) from Goggle Space is our next idol, she looks cute but rarely shows sign of any other expression other than
her usual "blank face"; At the contest, we get to know Higitsune (Firefox) from Mosaic Space, a short(heh)tempered fox
girl that really wants to win the idol contest. She's haughty, I usually dislike characters like that, but for some reason she
became my favorite; And then there's Tsukikage (Lunascape) from Luna Space. It seems like a current joke in the game that
people aren't very interested in her (at least the host of the contest isn't since he never asks her many questions and he's very
quick to ditch her lol).

I could say that there are five chapters according to the challenges that the girls must face: a singing contest, a swimsuit
contest (which by the way shows a bit of uncensored nip slip), a "costumes and confessions" (kinda like a theatre), a race,
and finally, a "final battle". The third chapter has the closest description of a "romance" that the reader could experience
in the novel. About the technical details, the art style is amazing! The developers are the same from other great titles like Da
Capo and Dal Segno. BGM was cute and catchy, but it got repetitive after a while. It also took me almost four hours to read
the entire novel.

6\/10. I highly recommend getting this title on a 50% off sale since it looks expensive for a game that begs to be voiced and it
isn't. Overall, Space Live is a cute and generic visual novel that might be the right choice if you're in the mood to read
something simple and that has its share of fanservice. There's no R18 patch here, meaning that this is the official version of
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the game.. Fun, challenging game. Kind of dissapointing how short it was. I got only 50 minutes worth of gameplay. It is very
cheap, however.. DEXED has a lot going for it, awesome art direction and the gameplay is quite fun. You basically have two
'guns', ice and fire and have to target enemies according to the elements. Fire beats ice mobs, ice beats fire mobs. I cannot
stress enough how nice the art is in this game, the environments are breathtaking and easy on the mind and not motion
sickness inducing.

As with a lot of VR games the game is rather short, but this game has a lot of replayability and the pricing is fair and half
that of many other games that are more tech demos over this polished product.

I do recommend this game because it does not entirely focus on the novelty of VR but offers an interesting take on gameplay
and what the Vive controllers can do.. Kickstarter backed the game as a big fan of the idea. I'm aware the game is still in
early access and will certainly revisit the game at a later date as I still hope to see the concept really work out.

The current release has some great management elements with salaries, contracts, and management options that could be part
of a very unique and interesting game. The initial draft, team creation and starting out is exciting and feels like team
management. Recruiting staff, leveling up your guild abilities and competing for the top spot are good as well. However it
feels like they aren't central enough to the game play and the game just slows down the more you get into it. The tutorial is
very long and wordy making it difficult to get through while absorbing the needed information. The majority of your time in
the game will be spent moving teams around to new quests and controlling battles. It plays much more like a mediocre turn
based RPG than anything else.

Battles are boring and drag the entire game flow down. The battle system plays like a flash or mobile game at best and the
vast majority of the time feels like an annoying task to grind through, not something exciting to play. Being able to "skip"
easy battles wouldn't even really help much without more options of other things to do being added as well. This really saps
the fun out of the game and makes it get boring quickly when it's just repetitive turn after turn of doing the same thing for
similar quests and the only combat variations feeling like if the enemy is high enough to wipe you out.

The class system feels like it could just be dumped almost entirely and just replaced with one large tree you spend points in to
pick skills with branches to level up those skills. Multi classing in the current form feels tacked on and out of place and
many of the classes feel very similar.

The flow of movement around the map feels slow as well, travel time ends up being one of the biggest concerns of the game.
If the travel time is too long you can end up losing a lot of gold with the salary cost you're paying while you travel to a quest.
Early on when you only have one team you will select where to go, click end turn multiple times maybe having a few scout
actions or grindy battles to get to one quest. I felt like later in the game waiting for movement and grinding battles was
almost the entire game. I often wouldn't have any useful scout actions to use, I had multiple full teams and couldn't grow
more due to salary cap, so all I had to do was hope quests I found were near a team and had good rewards a reasonable
difficulty and then wait enough turns to move to them.

The game also suffers from some balance and RNG issues that can result in a quick game loss, heroes being ruined by a
random bad encounter giving them -AP per turn, traits that reduce AP cost or increase AP regen being wildly more powerful
than anything else, difficulty spikes, etc. However balance isn't terrible and I'm pretty confident the team will continue to
work on that so it's not a major concern.

I think my TLDR would be - Still has potential with overhauls of some game aspects, but not worth picking up in its current
state.. I saw exactly what you see in the pictures here. 3 Buttons to press, i got a reset 3 times. Nope, what a waste of time.
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At the moment Clutch is only 2.99 Euro and at this price, buy it. But the normal price of 9.99 Euro is too high in my opinion.

The story is simply stupid and it does not help at all that the short story snippets are triggered by particular missions, which you
can play without any order.

But apart from that, for 2.99 the game offers quite some fun. What is not to like about a car that eats zombies?

PROS
+ the various racing modes are fun
+ pimping your cars for maximum zombie destroying (and eating) power is fun
+ great soundtrack
+ wreaking havoc feels very satisfying

Cons
- ridiculous story, which is barely there anyway
- a bit repetitive after some time. I enjoyed this, it was challenging, to say the least. I had to use walkthrough many times, since I
just wanted to continue futher. The story was interesting, but some of the quizzes were too hard and annoying to pass..
achievements do not work. This game makes you feel like a Russian in the vast land of soviet Russia. The game has its few bugs
but i think this will be the game of the year for 2019. 11/10 IGN. Very odd game concept in my opinion. There is pretty much
zero tutorial (only a brief introduction to the UI) followed by some introduction pages for the games one can open. The
introductions are insanely confusingly written, most I've read twice or three times and was still not clear how the game works.
So I learned the rules pretty much every case finally by trial and error. Not good.

The individual games are either puzzles (just click on the one you want and it just opens) or missions (it asks to do something,
bit like a mini-quest, sometimes it ports you somewhere for this). The minigames are diverse but rather pointless besides "play a
game, get a little bit of money, rise the skill level which seems to have not much impact on anything". At least so far I haven't
found anything to motivate you to play a game besides that you hopefully want to play that particular game. Many of the games
are not accessible without paying money for Doubloons or grinding enough ingame currency to buy Doubloons from the bank.
Individual game sections (crafting, monster hunting, ship navigation & gunning etc) are all split into "pay with Doubloons for 30
day badge".

Most money comes from pilfering trips with other players on a player owned ship, you can have up to ... (25?) players on a ship,
individual tasks are all minigames. If you are on a ship you can't just leave (bad style) and if the game\/task you like is already
occupied by enough others you have to do another one (freeloading is frowned upon). So you basically spent hours doing the
same minigame over and over for very little money to hopefully encounter other ships often enough and then try to plunder
them (or be plundered). There are treasure chests and crafting goods besides the money, but it seems those stay exclusively with
the ship owner? So you get money to buy Doubloons or maybe other clothes or weapon or resources.

Crafting minigames do not yield any resources or items. You just lend a shop(pe) your workforce and receive a little bit of
money in exchange.

All very puzzling honestly, the minigames are to some degree not too bad but it feels to me somehow pointless. I've played a lot
of FreeRealms and minigames gave resources there which I could then use for crafting in other minigames. Usually I played the
minigames for the sake of the minigames but there was a meta game on top that made it feel more like an actual world and
overarching motivation. Completely lacking here.

Oh and if a shop does not have items pre-made available (the norm) then you can order it for ingame money - but it usually
needs to be "delivered" (despite you showing up at this island and shop) for Doubloons usually. Which means you are either
spending real life money for a few pixels or you grind ingame currency to exchange for Doubloons. Just to give you an idea:
puzzles give 25ish coins, plundering a ship 500-800 coins maybe initial (and a bit more at port if you stay so long) - and a
Doubloon is roughly 4000-5000 coins. But you need 5 Doubloons to have the monthly crafting badge activated and simplest
clothing or furniture cost 1-5 Doubloons to "deliver" usually. Besides clothing and furniture there seems very little to buy
anyway (besides the ship you want, but for which you need for navigation an officer badge ... more Doubloons).
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So no, I don't really recommend it. Wouldn't mind paying a monthly fee if this whole Doubloon extra charging was then gone,
but it isn't. Feel like an insane nickle and diming with barely any explanation and no point to grind.. Wonderful graphics.
However, if you are to tempt to make these blend with others. Make sure graphics such as the base RTP is dark or else it won't
work Blends nicely with the "Frontier Works Horror Interior Tiles" DLC. I highly suggest you bundle it with that.

�� �� �� BAFF in Steam Store ! �� �� ��:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1081760/BAFF/

New minimalist, hardcore and challenging game in the genre of avoid-em up will be available soon)

.
RETURN OF THE HERB ALBUM PREORDER:
EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE THE GAME WILL BE OUT ON 2/7/2019

THE BAND HAS A NEW ALBUM COMING OUT! LIKE, IN REAL LIFE.

Cassettes! Via WAR FEVER RECORDINGS https://www.storenvy.com/products/25465041-ellen-and-the-degenerates-return-
of-the-herb-cassette-plus-dl-card

Digital!! https://ellenandthedegenerates.bandcamp.com/

A weird video we made! https://www.punknews.org/article/68960/check-out-the-new-sketch-by-ellen-and-the-degenerates

WE LOVE U

<3

ELLEN AND THE DEGENERATES
. Update information 01.13 (09/13/2018):
- Added BGM from a previous title from the DYNASTY WARRIORS series.
- Added new bows.
- Added new arrows.
- Added a new feature that allows players to change the wallpaper, and added several new wallpapers to use with the feature.
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- Improved the frame rate.
- Made improvements with respect to the numbers of enemies that appear on the battlefield.
- Increased the speed in which messages are displayed upon completing missions.
- Made improvements to the behavior of officers during battle.
- Corrected a number of other minor issues.. Now we start building Kingdom together!:
So far Kingdom has been amazingly successful for all of us involved with it. We've been floored by the reception, the love, the
dedication, the content creation and the feedback! That part in particular has been amazing!

Over the last few days our small team has been scrambling to keep up with everything and take it all in. We've been watching
and interacting with Twitch streams, we've lurked in here and read almost everything written (and tried to respond when we
could), we've watched every video. We wanted to get and gather as much feedback as we could.

But now we want to do more. We want to pay this community - you guys - back, for all your awesome support.

So here is our promise:

We promise that if you already own the game, every update – no matter how big or small – will be free for those that have
already paid.

This means no paid DLCs for the PC version here. We would rather see major expansions reflected in the base price of the
game--i.e. we release some "gold" edition of the game with a price increase-- but those that have been with us here in the early
days before such an edition exists are rewarded as they should be by getting that content free.

We are going to engage with you guys. A lot. We want to start thinking about tweaks, patches, updates, new features and how
we can make the game better. We're pretty happy with the game but we've listened to a lot of you and it is obvious there is room
for improvement and expansion.

We hope you will engage with us and help us on this journey. We're in it for the long haul. We're here to stay, as long as you
stay and still enjoy being on this ride with us!

We look forward to see where this train goes!. #MinistryofHolidays:
Warm Lamp Games and Alawar wish you a Happy New Year!��
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2018 was a year of Beholder 2 development. Judging by your feedback you are pleased with the work we’ve done. We are
grateful to each of you for your patience and support, for understanding and trust. Thank you for your great drawings, comics,
interesting ideas and constructive criticism. You inspire us and allow us to improve.

We wish you maximum health, minimum damage, 999999+ coins and a truly great happiness!

We love you!

. Beat Hazard 2 - Dev Blog #14 - Party mode:
New Beat Hazard 2 dev blog.

This time I take a tour through the new Multiplayer Party Mode and have a quick look at music generated player ships.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blRpgIbkozg
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